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ABSTRACT

Cepstral features derived from power spectrum are widely
used for automatic speech recognition. Very little work, if
any, has been done in speech research to explore phase-based
representations. In this paper, an attempt is made to in-
vestigate the use of phase function in the analytic signal of
critical-band filtered speech for deriving a representation of
frequencies present in the speech signal. Results are pre-
sented which show the validity of this approach.

1. INTRODUCTION

Currently, the cepstral features are the most commonly used
features for speech recognition. These features are derived
from the power spectrum of the speech signal. Some of the
problems associated with the cepstral features are as follows:
1) Only half of the speech information, power spectrum, is
used in their computation. The other half, phase spectrum,
is not used. 2) Power spectrum gets affected by the envi-
ronmental conditions (background noise and channel distor-
tions). Therefore, the cepstral features are not robust with
respect to these environmental variations.

In this paper1, we investigate a representation based on
frequencies of the speech signal derived from its phase. In
our research work, we measure instantaneous frequencies
(IFs) from the phase of the critical-band filtered speech sig-
nal and create a representation of measured frequency as a
function of the center frequency of the critical-band filters.
This representation can be used in different ways for robust
speech recognition. One way is to compute a histogram of
the measured frequencies and use it (or, its parametric repre-
sentation) for speech recognition. Note that IF based speech
analysis has been used in the past for pitch and formant ex-
traction [3, 4, 5, 6].

† This work was partly supported by ARC (Discovery) grant (No.
DP0209283).

1This paper is an extended version of our technical report [1]. Some of
the results have been presented earlier in a conference [2].
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2. REPRESENTATION IN TERMS OF
INSTANTANEOUS AMPLITUDES AND

FREQUENCIES

der a signal s(t). Compute its analytic signal

sa(t) = s(t) + jŝ(t), (1)

ŝ(t) is the Hilbert transform of s(t).
e can decompose sa(t) as follows:

sa(t) = a(t)ejφ(t), (2)

a(t) = |sa(t)| (3)

ed the instantaneous amplitude (or envelope) of the
, and

φ(t) = � sa(t) (4)

ase. The instantaneous frequency (IF) f(t) is com-
from the phase φ(t) as follows:

f(t) =
1
2π

dφ(t)
dt

. (5)

ignal is completely represented in terms of its instan-
s amplitude and frequency.

e have used this analytic signal decomposition method
mputing the instantaneous frequency (IF) of a signal.
ver, there are other methods, such as the Teager energy
d [7], reported in the literature for computing the IF.
ough the signal s(t) is band-limited, its IF f(t) is not.

t, the IF values can fluctuate from −∞ to ∞. This is a
s problem with IF. Because of this, the interpretation
as been a subject of investigation and debate for years.
is.
order to illustrate this problem, we take a frame (of

on T = 30 ms) of the vowel sound /i/. We compute the
ic signal and filter it through a 1740–2020 Hz critical-
lter. The real and imaginary parts of the filtered signal
own in Fig. 1. Its instantaneous amplitude and fre-
y are shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 1. Real and imaginary parts of the 1740–2020 Hz
critical-band filtered speech of vowel sound /i/.
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Fig. 2. Instantaneous amplitude and frequency of the 1740–
2020 Hz critical-band filtered speech of vowel sound /i/.

It can be seen from Fig. 2 that IF varies a lot. It is not con-
fined within the frequency band 1740–2020 Hz. In addition,
it takes negative values. In order to get a meaningful average
value of frequency over a frame, we make the observation
from Fig. 2 that the measured IF generally misbehaves when
the instantaneous amplitude is low. We use only those val-
ues of IF for averaging where the instantaneous amplitude is
above certain threshold. The resulting average value (called
as the thresholded IF) is defined as follows:

Ft =

∫ T
2

−T
2

f(t)θ(t)dt

∫ T
2

−T
2

θ(t)dt
(6)

where

The th
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the threshold function θ(t) is defined as follows:

θ(t) =
{

0, if a(t) ≤ Θ
1, otherwise

(7)

reshold Θ used in our experiments is set to average
of a(t) over the frame duration.
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. (a) Power spectrum and (b) Triangular filter-bank
spectrum on mel scale for the vowel sound /i/.

3. SPEECH ANALYSIS

n outline our speech analysis procedure as follows:

Step 0: Consider that we are interested in telephone
bandwidth speech signal from 200 Hz to 3400 Hz.
Sample the frequency range uniformly on mel scale.
Using these frequency values as their center frequen-
cies, design N = 200 bandpass filters with band-
widths equal to their respective critical bandwidths.

Step 1: Given the speech signal s(t), 0 < t < T , for
a given frame, construct its analytic signal sa(t).

Step 2: Filter sa(t) through N bandpass filters.

Step 3: For each of these filtered speech signals, com-
pute instantaneous amplitude a(t, ν) and IF f(t, ν),
where ν is the center frequency of a given filter.

Step 4: Compute the average IF estimate F (ν) using
the thresholded definition with a window duration of
T = 30 ms. Also, compute the mean square (MS)
value (A(ν)) of a(t, ν) for the frame.

Step 5: A(ν) as a function of ν contains speech in-
formation similar to that in power spectrum. F (ν)
provides a spectrum of IF F as a function of ν.
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Fig. 4. (a) MS amplitude A and (b) Measured frequency F
as a function of critical-band filter’s center frequency ν for
the vowel sound /i/.

• Step 6: In order to use F (ν) information for speech
recognition, compute the histogram of the measured
frequency F . This (or, its parameters) are used as
features for speech recognition.

In order to illustrate the results of our speech analysis pro-
cedure, we use the same speech signal as used in Fig. 1. In
Fig. 3(a), we show the power spectrum on a mel-warped fre-
quency scale. A triangular filter-bank power spectrum used
in conventional cepstral analysis for mel-frequency cepstral
coefficients (MFCCs) is shown in Fig. 3(b).

In Fig. 4(a), we show MS amplitude A (computed in
dB from the instantaneous amplitude a(t)) as a function of
critical-band filter’s center frequency ν. By comparing Fig.
4(a) with Fig. 3(b), we can see that the MS amplitude spec-
trum contains information similar to that in the MFCC power
spectrum.

In Fig. 4(b), we show the (measured) average frequency
F as a function of critical-band filter’s center frequency ν.
If the power spectrum were flat (i.e., it had no information),
this plot would have looked like a diagonal line. However,
for the speech signal, it shows flat regions where-ever there
is formant activity in the power spectrum. This plot is the ba-
sic source of speech information contained in the measured
frequencies derived from the phase of the critical-band fil-
tered speech signals. It can be used in various ways for
speech recognition. One particular way is to compute its
histogram. It is shown in Fig. 5(b). The peaks in this his-
togram correspond to the formants. We have carried out this
type of frequency analysis for different vowel and consonant
sounds of speech and observed that the frequency distribu-
tion (histogram) contains meaningful information about the
speech signal. This can be used either directly or in some
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. (a) Triangular filter-bank power spectrum on mel
and (b) Histogram of measured frequency F for the
sound /i/.

etric form for speech recognition.
order to illustrate its robustness to the additive back-

d noise distortion, we add white Gaussian noise to the
h signal. The amount of noise is adjusted such that the
-to-noise ratio (SNR) is 15 dB. We show in Fig. 6(b)
stogram of measured frequencies for this noisy signal.
mparing this figure with Fig. 5(b), we can see that this
ram does not change much by the additive noise dis-
and it is more robust to additive noise than the power

um.
Fig. 7(b), we show the the histogram of measured
ncies for the channel-distorted speech signal. We use
ncing of speech signal to simulate the channel distor-

ffect. Again, we observe that the frequency histogram
e robust to channel distortion than the power spectrum.

4. SPEECH RECOGNITION

er to test the effectiveness of the short-time IF spec-
we use a very simple multi-speaker vowel recognition
. The data base consists of 10 Hindi vowels spo-
times in /b/-V-/b/ context by three speakers (2 males

e female). Sampling rate of speech signal is 8 kHz. A
segment is excised from the central steady-state vowel
n of each utterance. We use 15 repetitions from each
er for training the recognizer and the remaining 15 for
. Thus, we have 450 vowel segments as training data
other 450 as test data. For the recognition experiments
ed in this paper, we use only 10 bandpass filters uni-
y spaced on mel frequency scale over the range of 200
3400 Hz. From each vowel segment, we extract 10

time IFs. These 10 IFs (called as mel frequency instan-
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Fig. 6. (a) Triangular filter-bank power spectrum on mel
scale and (b) Histogram of measured frequency F for the
noisy vowel sound /i/ with SNR = 15 dB.

taneous frequencies (MFIFs)) form a feature vector for each
vowel segment. For vowel recognition, we use a Bayesian
classifier with the maximum posterior probability decision
rule. We train our recognition system with clean speech,
but test it on clean speech as well as on speech distorted
by additive white noise with signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of
20 dB. Recognition results are listed in Table 1. To provide
comparison with features used in current speech recognition
systems, we also provide in this table results obtained by us-
ing 10 linear prediction cepstral coefficients (LPCCs) and 10
mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs). It can be seen
from this table that the MFIF features provide recognition
results comparable to the LPCC and MFCC features.

Table 1. Speech recognition performance of the LPCC,
MFCC and MFIF features in presence of additive noise dis-
tortion.

SNR Recognition accuracy (in %)
(dB) LPCC MFCC MFIF
∞ 80.9 80.4 78.7
20 62.4 68.4 69.5

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have developed an analysis procedure which
can be used compute frequency related features from the
phase of the speech. We have shown that these features
contain meaningful linguistic information. We have utilized
them successfully for speech recognition.
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